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100 AU

Protostars & Protostellar disks

A key step transforming gaz and dust into stellar systems



From starless cores to protostars: triggering of gravitational instability

What do we know of dust evolution while the star-disk system is built ?

I. Protostars

II. Disks and dust
Observations: statistical properties of protostellar disks: sizes (& masses)

Yesterday

Today

« And yet, it rotates » ….  angular momentum problem & the physics of the formation of disks

What sets the properties of the most pristine disks ?

Cabinet de curiosités: structures and sneak peaks at individual objects

Transporting material from large to small scales: infall, accretion & the luminosity problem

Population studies & typical timescales 

Which instruments for the future (if time allows …) ?



Based on Belloche (2013) 

See also Maury, Hennebelle, Girart 2022 for a recent review 

Observations of angular momentum content 
in star-forming clumps 

The infamous angular momentum problem

j1000au  ~ 1021 cm2 s-1 

           ~ 3x10-3 km s−1 pc

Rcent =
< jr >2

G × M(Rcent)

Class 0: Mstar + Mdisk < 0.3 Msun 

> 500 au disk radius

Assuming conservation of angular momentum, 

a gas particle of specific angular momentum j 

located at envelope radius r 

should reach a centrifugal radius at:

From Misugi, Inutsuka, Arzoumanian (2019)



Class 0 and Class I protostellar disk radii,  

observed from the dust continuum emission at < 2.7mm

Class I 

86 AU

Class 0 

48 AU

Orion VANDAM (Tobin+ 2020):

Median disk dust radius 29 au  


11% of Rdisk > 100 au

CALYPSO survey of 1.3+2.7 mm dust continuum emission 

>70% Class 0 show disk components but >72% have rdisk < 60 au

< rClass0
disk >

< rClassI
disk >

Protostars: disks are present but SMALL
See Maury, André, Testi & CALYPSO collab (2019)

Including the literature (CARMA/Vandam, ALMA & SMA results, 26 Class 0 protostars):  
>75% Class 0 disks have rdisk < 60 au

Class 0 median disk radius < 50 au

Characterizing the youngest disks

CALYPSO (Maury+ 2011, 2014, 2019):

<25 % of Rdisk > 60 au

Maury, Hennebelle & Girart (2022)

Two complete & recent reviews :


https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2022FrASS...9.9223M/abstract

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2209.13765.pdf

C

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2022FrASS...9.9223M/abstract


The envelope masses decreases with increasing Tbol (evolution):  
BUT dust disk radii seem insensitive …. 

dust drift drives dust disk sizes ? => kinematics needed
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The disks are a few Earth masses, but beware of unconstrained dust properties 
=> kinematics needed



Gas in Keplerian motions observed in the largest disks (spatially resolved) - few of them
=> disk radii mostly consistent with dusty radii in the current small samples

 Class 0/I L1527 disk resolved from gas 
kinematics obtained with ALMA 

- Keplerian radius 74 au

Maret & CALYPSO collab. 2020: 1/15 Class 0 Keplerian 
disk spatially resolved at scales ~50 au (L1448-C)

Aso et al. (2021)

Mix of infall and Keplerian motions 

-

150 au disk in Class I TMC1-A

Aso et al. (2017)
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It is difficult to measure AM evolution in protostellar envelopes !

Where are the >500 au Class 0 disks  
predicted by conservation of AM  

during core collapse ?

Don’t count your chickens before they are hatched…. 


=> Measure the angular momentum due to rotational motions inside protostellar envelopes, 

at smaller radii than values found in the literature



CALYPSO Class 0 protostars: Gaudel et al. (2020) 
Break in angular momentum radial profiles

Class 0 & Class I protostars : Yen et al. (2017) 
Conserved angular momentum at <1000 au ?

Pineda et al. (2019) 
Heimsoth et al. (2021) 

External envelopes show decreasing j(r)

AM forming the disks has a LOCAL origin

Small envelope scales: 

Large envelope scales: 



Another possible scenario is that AM in envelopes is not transmitted down to disk scales  
if envelopes are subject to MAGNETIC BRAKING

Magnetic fields can redistribute angular momentum  
away from a collapsing region thanks to torsional Alfvèn waves  

(Mouschovias & Paleologou 1979, 1980)  

Timescale for magnetic braking:   tb = ρR(2ρ0 × VA)



Also checked to be consistent  
with numerical simulations

Hennebelle+ 2016 : Analytical non-ideal MHD collapse leads to 
self-regulation of disks to small (20-50 au radii)

Magnetic fields ?

Magnetic fields can redistribute angular momentum  
away from a collapsing region thanks to torsional Alfvèn waves  

(Mouschovias & Paleologou 1979, 1980)  

Timescale for magnetic braking:   tb = ρR(2ρ0 × VA)

Another possible scenario is that AM in envelopes is not transmitted down to disk scales  
if envelopes are subject to MAGNETIC BRAKING



Masson+ 2015 

Also checked to be consistent  
with numerical simulations

Hennebelle+ 2016 : Analytical non-ideal MHD collapse leads to 
self-regulation of disks to small (20-50 au radii)

Magnetic fields ?

See our review in Maury, Hennebelle, Girart 2022

Magnetic fields can redistribute angular momentum  
away from a collapsing region thanks to torsional Alfvèn waves  

(Mouschovias & Paleologou 1979, 1980)  

Timescale for magnetic braking:   tb = ρR(2ρ0 × VA)

Another possible scenario is that AM in envelopes is not transmitted down to disk scales  
if envelopes are subject to MAGNETIC BRAKING
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Figure 2: Left: Predictions of disks shapes and sizes during the main accretion phase, from non-ideal MHD
simulations (see Masson et al. 2016). Right: ALMA Band 6 synthetic observations of 10 AU radius disks
in the Taurus star-forming region (D=140pc), resulting from 30 minutes integration using configuration
C40-6 (synthesized beam 0.14”). The rms noise with CALYPSO longest baseline (500k�) for our faintest
source (IRAM04191, see Fig. 1) is indicated as a grey star. For the less massive sources in our sample
(Taurus sources), reaching our targeted detection limit of Mdisk/Menv ⇠ 0.1% means be able to detect a
>⇠ 0.6 mJy disk (model is shown as the green points). For the more massive sources our sample, we aim
at detecting >⇠ 2 mJy disk (model is shown as the blue points).

We propose to use ALMA to observe all of the sources drawn from the CALYPSO survey that
(i) do not harbor resolved (r >⇠ 60 AU) candidate circumstellar disks in the PdBI observations, and
(ii) can be observed with ALMA (Dec. <+40�). These 10 Class 0 protostars represent a significant
sample, and their envelope kinematics and density properties are well characterized at radii > 60
AU by the CALYPSO observations.

While the exact radius of rotationally-supported protostellar disks depends on the mass of the
central star, the mass-to-flux ratio of the core, and its angular momentum content, non-ideal
MHD simulations predict the formation of disks with average radius 20-30 AU for
solar-mass cores experiencing typical ionization conditions (Masson et al. 2015, 2016, see
left panel of Figure 2). We therefore aim at probing all scales <⇠ 10–500 AU where magnetized
and unmagnetized models spanning various local environments are predicting protostellar disks to
form.

Only ALMA can extend our PdBI analysis to such small scales, necessary to fully
characterize the distribution of sizes and masses of embedded Class 0 protostellar disks
down to disk radii predicted by non-ideal MHD models. The requested continuum observations of
these 10 protostar requires a total of 8.5 hours to fully probe the low-end of the protostellar
disk size distribution, where > 75% of the Class 0 protostars seem to stand, but that
is not accessible with other facilities than ALMA.
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It is difficult to measure magnetic fields in dense cores and disks !

Where are the >500 au Class 0 disks  
predicted by conservation of AM  

during core collapse ?

Don’t count your chickens before they are hatched…. 


=> Measure the magnetic fields in protostellar envelopes, 

and check predictions of magnetized models

If you want to know more on how to measure B in star-forming environments: 

attend Thursday evening short talks !
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Galametz+ (2018): 0.8mm dust polarization  
in 12 Class 0 low-mass protostars 

B detected in all of them 

Our SMA survey: All protostellar envelopes are magnetized
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Galametz+ (2018): 0.8mm dust polarization  
in 12 Class 0 low-mass protostars 

B detected in all of them 

Our SMA survey: All protostellar envelopes are magnetized
Dust polarized emission is widely used to trace the B fields in ISM

1 pc 1 pc



Class 0 
IRAS4A

Class 0 Serp Emb 8

Class 0 
VLA1623

Class 0 IRAS03292+3039

Kwon et al. (2019)

Le Gouellec et al. (2020)

Ko et al. (2020) 
Le Gouellec et al. (2022)

Sadavoy et al. (2019)

Cox et al. (2018)

B-fields are detected in ALL protostars where they are looked for
+ remain largely organized in low-mass cores 

(Less in massive cores ? Lack of statistics)

Is magnetic field ubiquitous ?

Many others in the literature !



Is magnetic field ubiquitous ?

Galametz, Maury + (2018, 2020):  
observations of polarized dust emission from an unprecedentedly large sample of Class 0 protostars 

B fields detected in all of them at scales 2000 au !

+ Keep tuned for results from the ALMA BOPS survey (Ian Stephens)



Can magnetic braking be inferred from gas kinematics ?

 Protostars with aligned B configurations show :

less kinetic energy from rotation in their inner envelopes + less multiple systems 


=> an expected outcome of more efficient magnetic braking ? Still a VERY disputed result !

Galametz + (2020)
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AU by the CALYPSO observations.

While the exact radius of rotationally-supported protostellar disks depends on the mass of the
central star, the mass-to-flux ratio of the core, and its angular momentum content, non-ideal
MHD simulations predict the formation of disks with average radius 20-30 AU for
solar-mass cores experiencing typical ionization conditions (Masson et al. 2015, 2016, see
left panel of Figure 2). We therefore aim at probing all scales <⇠ 10–500 AU where magnetized
and unmagnetized models spanning various local environments are predicting protostellar disks to
form.

Only ALMA can extend our PdBI analysis to such small scales, necessary to fully
characterize the distribution of sizes and masses of embedded Class 0 protostellar disks
down to disk radii predicted by non-ideal MHD models. The requested continuum observations of
these 10 protostar requires a total of 8.5 hours to fully probe the low-end of the protostellar
disk size distribution, where > 75% of the Class 0 protostars seem to stand, but that
is not accessible with other facilities than ALMA.
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Masson+ 2015 

See also Hirano+ (2020) and many others
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The classical assumption of using "standard" ionization fractions to compute the coupling be-
tween the field and the circumstellar material seems therefore incomplete, and observational
progress must be made to test magnetized scenarios showcasing diffusive processes as impor-
tant actors in star formation processes.

3 PROPOSED ALMA OBSERVATIONS

3.1 B335: AN IDEAL TEST-BED FOR MAGNETICALLY-REGULATED COLLAPSE SCENARIOS

B335 is a well studied Class 0 protostellar core located 150 pc away, driving an east-west outflow
approximately in the plane of the sky (⇠10�, see left panel of Fig.1). Kinematical analysis of B335
suggested that while infalling motions are detected at >⇠ 1000 AU scales in the envelope, 50% of the
angular momentum contained within a 1000 AU scale is not conserved when probing the smaller
envelope scales (Yen et al. 2015, Kurono et al. 2013, see Fig.2).

Figure 1: Left Optical map towards B335 showing the extent of the envelope in extinction. Center Magnetic
fields vectors detected with SMA at 350 GHz (beam 4.500 are indicated as pink segments, superimposed on the
dust continuum emission map at (Stokes I). The background image shows the 12CO(2–1) integrated intensity,
tracing the outflow lobes along an east-west axis (Yen et al. 2011). Right Map of the magnetic field vectors
from polarized dust continuum emission obtained with ALMA in B335 (synthesized beam 0.500).

We carried out interferometric dust polarization observations of B335 with the SMA at 350 GHz,
and detected dust polarized emission suggestive of an ordered magnetic field in the inner envelope
(700 AU resolution, see central panel of Fig.1). Because the SMA detection was not sensitive enough
to carry out detailed comparison of the magnetic field topology with expectations from MHD simula-
tions of magnetized collapse, we then observed the dust polarized emission towards B335 at higher
sensitivity with ALMA (Cycle 2 data delivered in March 2016). The ALMA data, shown in Fig.1, re-
veals a great wealth of magnetic field vectors along a complex topology that seems to be organized
mainly in the equatorial plane and along the outflow cavity walls.

Its early collapse stage, low specific angular momentum, as well as its lack of multiplicity nor
circumstellar disk, already made B335 a very strong candidate for magnetically-regulated collapse.
Our interferometric maps showing a strong and organized magnetic field in B335 at scales 100-1000
AU confirmed further this hypothesis, suggesting an efficient magnetic braking may be at work in
this young protostar. Constraining the coupling of the field to the envelope’s material from the
ionization properties at scales where magnetic field lines seem ordered would be the smok-
ing gun to conclude whether magnetic fields are responsible for the yet unexplained angular
momentum distribution at small scales in this young accreting protostar.

2

B335 seen in optical B335 seen by JWST (NIRSpec)
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C2H is a common UV irradiation 
tracer, mainly located in outflow 
cavities.

A proxy for efficient grain 
alignment conditions ?

1

Le Gouellec + 2022a submitted

Blue contours: C2H Color scale: Polarized intensity
H

Kandori+ (2020)
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B-fields at large scales from Planck



❖ 3D Monte-Carlo continuum radiative transfer code 

❖ Simulate intensity and polarization of light 

❖ Dust heating  & dust grain alignment

❖ Dust assumptions: 
• amin = 5 nm to amax= 1 to 50 µm  
• MRN distribution:  
• Composition:            62.5% astrosilicates + 37.5% carbonaceous grains 

❖ Alignment mechanisms: 
• Perfect alignment approach (not a physical mechanism!!!) 
• Radiative Torques (RAT) (+ Imperfect Internal alignment+ Imperfect Davis-Greenstein) 

Comparing data to physical MHD models of protostellar disk formation

❖ Numerical simulations performed with the RAMSES code (Teyssier 2002, Fromang+2006) 

• Adaptive Mesh refinement (AMR) 
• Non-ideal MHD 



Hennebelle

Valdivia

Maury

Comparing data to physical MHD models of protostellar disk formation



Only models with dynamically relevant B-field match the data (best model μ~6) 

=> B regulates the early properties of the protostellar disk in B335 
Maury+ (2018)

RAMSES MHD models parameter space: 
Core: 2.5 Msun 

Times: 0.07, 0.14 and 0.2 Myrs 
Mass-to-flux ratio mu : 3, 5, 6, 10 

Rotational energy beta 0.1% 1% 10% 
Turbulent energy: Mach 0.01 0.2 0.5 1.0

H

Our ALMA map of the polarized dust emission at 230 GHz

A magnetically-regulated disk formation in B335 ?



First measurement of the ionization fraction of the gaz at disk-forming scales

Coupling of B to star/disk forming material

Cabedo et al. (2022)  

Observations consistent with production of cosmic rays LOCALLY  

=>  at disk-forming scales (r<500 au), almost quasi ideal MHD conditions ?

Ionization fraction is one order of magnitude larger than 
expected from simple external Cosmic Rays propagation 

models

A break in propagation slope at 300 au 

Requires CR of > a few MeVs



First measurement of the ionization fraction of the gaz at disk-forming scales

Ionization from protostellar CRs ?

Cabedo, Maury et al. (2022) - see V. Cabedo’s talk on Thursday !

Observations consistent with production of cosmic rays LOCALLY  

=>  at disk-forming scales (r<500 au), almost quasi ideal MHD conditions ?

Ionization fraction is one order of magnitude larger than 
expected from simple external Cosmic Rays propagation 

models



From starless cores to protostars: triggering of gravitational instability

What do we know of dust evolution while the star-disk system is built ?

I. Protostars

II. Disks and dust
Observations: statistical properties of protostellar disks: sizes (& masses)

Yesterday

Today

« And yet, it rotates » ….  angular momentum problem & the physics of the formation of disks

What sets the properties of the most pristine disks ?

Cabinet de curiosités: structures and sneak peaks at individual objects

Transporting material from large to small scales: infall, accretion & the luminosity problem

Population studies & typical timescales 

Which instruments for the future (if time allows …) ?



Disks in Class I protostars: some show structures

L1489 



L1489 

Flattened Envelope 
= Pseudo-Disk (infall > rotation): 

r ~ 400 au

Gas disk : 20 au

HH211: Class 0/I protostar

A shadow 
due to a spiral ?

Lee+ 2023

An hourglass shape 
for magnetic fields ?

Yen+ 2023



L1489 

HH212: Class 0 protostar

Gas disk radius : 45 au

M*+Mdisk ~ 0.25 M⊙

MHD DW dominates the AM 
extraction out to 40 au, 

but not inside <4 au (MRI?)

Lee+ 2021

observations of MHD disk-wind ?



L1489 

L1527: Class 0/I protostar

Van’t Hoff+ 2023

Sheehan+ 2022



L1489 

Class I protostar R CrA IRS7B-a

 Dust disk radius : 62 au
Gas disk radius : 80 au

Ohashi+ 2023: Keplerian rotation in the disk => central protostellar mass of 2–3 M⊙

Viscously heated disk ?

Disk gas mass : 0.41 M⊙

Core mass :1.9 M⊙

Takakuwa+ 2024



From starless cores to protostars: triggering of gravitational instability

What do we know of dust evolution while the star-disk system is built ?

I. Protostars

II. Disks and dust
Observations: statistical properties of protostellar disks: sizes (& masses)

Yesterday

Today

« And yet, it rotates » ….  angular momentum problem & the physics of the formation of disks

What sets the properties of the most pristine disks ?

Cabinet de curiosités: structures and sneak peaks at individual objects

Transporting material from large to small scales: infall, accretion & the luminosity problem

Population studies & typical timescales 

Which instruments for the future (if time allows …) ?



Challenging the current paradigm leading for disk evolution: 

recent observations of 1-5 Myrs T-Tauri disks: more structured  & less massive than expected / required ?
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2-Myr old disks : less mass (dust and gas) than required for minimum mass of the solar nebula  ? 
(Cieza+ 2015, Miotello+ 2016, Sturm+ 2022, Manara+ 2022) - highly debated in community

Why is dust evolution in early stages important for planet formation ?

See TESTI’S lecture



Dust: a key parameter of magnetic field coupling to the star-disk forming material !

Dust grain sizes affects the MHD resistivities and the role of the magnetic field

Why is dust important beyond planet formation ?

	 See Guillet+ 2020, Zhao+ 2020, Lebreuilly+ 2024


See LEBREUILLY’S lecture

The sizes and masses of protostellar disks  
depends on the dust size distribution in the envelope ! 
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Masses of astrophysical structures measured from dust emission  
depends much on the dust optical constants … 

…. which vary with dust composition, size etc ….

Why is dust important beyond planet formation ?

obj
obj

Used from Galaxies, to clouds, cores, disks etc

See TESTI’S & DEMYK’s lecture



Measuring dust properties: spectral dependance of dust emissivity from thermal emission

THERMAL EMISSION 



THERMAL EMISSION 

Measuring dust properties: spectral dependance of dust emissivity from thermal emission



Dust temperature and spectral index in RJ regime are usually obtained from SEDs of dust thermal emission from 70μm to 3mm

T(dust)

Measuring dust properties: spectral dependance of dust emissivity from thermal emission

⍺ => κabs 



BUT 

Protostellar envelopes are COLD: the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation 
does not hold because of their low dust temperatures 

=> need to know T(dust) to get the Planck law correctly

Measuring dust properties: spectral dependance of dust emissivity from thermal emission

We can measure the spectral index of the SED as ⍺ 

⍺

30 2. Search for grain growth towards the center of L1544

spectral index (e.g., Schnee & Goodman 2005). The value of the dust opacity is normally
taken from Table 1 of Ossenkopf & Henning (1994), and the spectral index is mostly as-
sumed to be within the range of 1.5-2 for pre-stellar cores. However, these approximations
and assumptions can give incorrect temperatures, densities, and masses, or false anticor-
relations between � and the dust temperature (Shetty et al. 2009a,b).

Here we first follow the calculation of the spectral index done by Schnee & Goodman
(2005) assuming a constant temperature of 10 K for the core. We then do the same cal-
culation but using the temperature and density profiles derived by Keto et al. (2015) and
compare them to the constant temperature case. Finally, we consider a constant value of
the spectral index and the opacity across the core to see if the observed millimeter emission
can be reproduced by modeling.

2.4.2 Spectral index and opacity of the dust using NIKA

Assuming constant temperature

For isothermal clouds, the spectral index value can be derived using the ratio of the surface
brightnesses at 1.2 and 2 mm:

� =
log S1.2mm

S2mm
� log B1.2mm(Td)

B2mm(Td)

log ⌫1.2mm
⌫2mm

. (2.4)

Considering a constant 250µm=0.1 cm2g�1 value (Hildebrand 1983), we can also derive
a map for the opacity at 1.2 mm:

1.2mm = 250µm

✓
⌫1.2mm

⌫250µm

◆�

. (2.5)

The values have only been derived for surface brightnesses above the 3� level of the
maps at 1.2 and 2 mm.

The resulting � and 1.2mm maps are shown in Fig. 2.2. There is a slight decrease in
the spectral index towards the central regions, although its value (⇠2) is still consistent
with interstellar medium (ISM) dust not affected by coagulation. This observed spatial
gradient, which shows appreciable variations of ⇠30% with an errorbar of ⇠25% in the
spectral index value, reflects the variation in the S1.2mm/S2mm ratio across the core as the
other quantities in Eq. (2.4) are constant. Therefore, an increase in the temperature in
the outskirts would necessarily mimic an increase in �.

The opacity shows a significant increase (a factor of 10) towards the center, with er-
rorbars of ⇠0.001 cm2g�1 in the determination of the opacity values. This could indicate
grain growth. However, this result is also affected by the underlying assumption that the
temperature is constant across the core, while this is not the case for L1544. Moreover,
250µm may vary as well across the cloud, so the assumption of a constant 250µm along the
line of sight may not be a good one.
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The values have only been derived for surface brightnesses above the 3� level of the
maps at 1.2 and 2 mm.

The resulting � and 1.2mm maps are shown in Fig. 2.2. There is a slight decrease in
the spectral index towards the central regions, although its value (⇠2) is still consistent
with interstellar medium (ISM) dust not affected by coagulation. This observed spatial
gradient, which shows appreciable variations of ⇠30% with an errorbar of ⇠25% in the
spectral index value, reflects the variation in the S1.2mm/S2mm ratio across the core as the
other quantities in Eq. (2.4) are constant. Therefore, an increase in the temperature in
the outskirts would necessarily mimic an increase in �.

The opacity shows a significant increase (a factor of 10) towards the center, with er-
rorbars of ⇠0.001 cm2g�1 in the determination of the opacity values. This could indicate
grain growth. However, this result is also affected by the underlying assumption that the
temperature is constant across the core, while this is not the case for L1544. Moreover,
250µm may vary as well across the cloud, so the assumption of a constant 250µm along the
line of sight may not be a good one.

Assuming optically thin emission at mm wavelengths,  
this informs on β as being  ⍺-2 in RJ approximation



Dust absorption coefficient (also called dust 
opacity, and dust emissivity ….): 

κabs ∝ νβ

Pavlyuchenkov et al. (2019)

How do we measure dust properties ?

In the Mie regime (a ~ λ):  
Qabs strong function of a/λ, so β is affected  


=>


The dust emissivity spectral index ONLY gives indication on 
Qabs cross sections when a ~ λ


It can be measured in absorption, or in emission

Rayleigh regime (a << λ):  

Qabs ~ a => σ Qabs ~ a3 ~ grain (total) volume


=> when grain size is << λ, impossible to derive a from the dust 
SED of grains emitting at thermal equilibrium

See DEMYK’s lecture



 Kandori et al. (2003)  in L1251


the non-star-forming part of the cloud has a typical 
interstellar value RV=3.1,


while in the denser part of the cloud experiencing 
star formation has RV = 6.5

RV = AV / EB-V the color excess  

A measure of wavelength dependence of the interstellar extinction

DENSE ISM



RV = AV / EB-V color excess  
changes in regions experiencing star formation

Important for disk formation ! What do you start with ?

 


• 	MRN from diffuse ISM (Rv=3.1)?  

• 	Already evolved (Rv = 5.3)? 

The abundance of small grains is very different  !!! 

DENSE ISM



 Pagani et al. (2010b) reported on the detection of

coreshine for about half of 110 investigated prestellar cores

Coreshine: grains in low-mass cores  
scatter mid-infrared (3.6−4.5 μm) light efficiently

To fit simultaneously the near-IR extinction and FIR Herschel 
emission profiles: the grain opacity has to increase


• 	 Requires a = 0.5 – 1.5 μm (Steinaecker+2015) with 
astrosilicates.  

• 	 Requires a ~ 0.7 μm and fluffy grains  (Ysard+2015, 
THEMIS) through the accretion of aliphatic-rich C-H 
mantles.  

PRESTELLAR CORES

See K. Demyk’s lecture for more clues on dust evolution in clouds/cores  
with coreshine effect and scattered light excess in JWST spectra !
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maps at 1.2 and 2 mm.

The resulting � and 1.2mm maps are shown in Fig. 2.2. There is a slight decrease in
the spectral index towards the central regions, although its value (⇠2) is still consistent
with interstellar medium (ISM) dust not affected by coagulation. This observed spatial
gradient, which shows appreciable variations of ⇠30% with an errorbar of ⇠25% in the
spectral index value, reflects the variation in the S1.2mm/S2mm ratio across the core as the
other quantities in Eq. (2.4) are constant. Therefore, an increase in the temperature in
the outskirts would necessarily mimic an increase in �.

The opacity shows a significant increase (a factor of 10) towards the center, with er-
rorbars of ⇠0.001 cm2g�1 in the determination of the opacity values. This could indicate
grain growth. However, this result is also affected by the underlying assumption that the
temperature is constant across the core, while this is not the case for L1544. Moreover,
250µm may vary as well across the cloud, so the assumption of a constant 250µm along the
line of sight may not be a good one.

2.4 Dust properties 31

Figure 2.2: Maps of the a) spectral index and b) opacity at 1.2 mm assuming a constant
core temperature of 10 K and a constant 250µm=0.1 cm2g�1 value Hildebrand (1983). The
1.2 mm map was convolved to the 2 mm band resolution, which is 1900 (HPBW shown by
the white circle in the bottom right corner). In both cases, the crosses mark the peak of
the emission corresponding to the final 1.2 mm map convolved to 1900.

Chacon-Tanarro et al. (2019)No indication of change in the mm dust opacities of pre stellar cores ? 
=> no grains larger than > 20 µm 

Using longer wavelengths allows to probe for larger grains

PRESTELLAR CORES



⍺

Protostars embedded in the Perseus L1448 clump: 

observations with IRAM/NIKA2

Observations show flattening of ⍺  
when probing larger column densities 

PROTOSTELLAR ENVIRONMENTS



PROTOSTELLAR ENVIRONMENTS



L1527 IRS in the sky

Cacciapuoti et al (2023a), A&A.

L1527 IRS in the uv-space

Envelope-only , α(r) β(r)

[1] We fit 
disk+envelope 
model to 
subtract disk  
contribution. 

Repeat for 
each band.

[2] At each scale, we

fit 4 bands to 
measure 

the spectral index.

[3] We derive the dust 
opacity after 
correcting for 
discrepancies from 
RJ approximation

When do grains grow?
PROTOSTARS

Cacciapuoti et al. (2023)



Also observational hint from dust emissivity
Very low dust emissivities in the youngest protostars  (Galametz+ 2019)

PROTOSTARS



LOW dust opacity spectral indices in ALL of the observed Class 0 envelopes

Galametz, Maury, Valdivia, Testi, Belloche, André (2019)

See also some low dust emissivities in Miotello+ 2014 (Class I), Sadavoy+ 2017 (Orion cores)

VERY low dust opacity spectral indices in ALL of the CALYPSO Class 0 envelopes 

+ radial gradients  
+ dependent on envelope mass

Galametz+ (2019) : early grain growth  < 0.1 million years after the onset of collapse 
  
  

(1) Do we need a revised planet formation scenario ? 
(2) Do we trust the masses computed using typical ISM but non-adequate dust emissivities ? 
(3) Dust composition could also be a culprit, but correlation with envelope mass makes it unlikely

Also observational hint from dust emissivity

Model of dust by Birnstiel+ (2010)

PROTOSTARS



Millimeter spectral index of dust emissivity: 
Synthetic observations at envelope scales 

(in function of max temperature on the line-of-sight) Observed values

Using standard dust models: 

Only models with large grains   
can reproduce observed spectral indices

How to explain dust properties observed ?

Carpine et al. in prep

PROTOSTARS



Free parameters : 

- Shape : Aggregate (Distribution of Hollow Spheres DHS) 

- Composition : from laboratory measurements 

mixture + porosity + ice mantles

- Size distribution : Any kind  = power law 

output of dynamical coagulation
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Interplanetary dust

Charlène Lefèvre - Dust evolution from pre-stellar cores - 7th June 2019

Open access code to compute dust properties
 SIGMA (Lefèvre, Min, et al. subm. 2019)

Computation trick to mimic departure from spherical shape

Lefèvre et al. subm (2019)

Emissivity also 
increases by a 

factor 2 to 10 with 
irregular shapes


 
 

+ big impact on 
scattering
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Deviation from  
spherical shape

Method: Min et al. (2003, 2005)

DHS

DDA

Emissivity of irregular shaped grains can increase up to a few at mm 
(Lefevre et al. 2019, Min et al. 2016, Ysard et al. 2023) 

But not down to β < 1.0 ?

What should we do to dust to fit observations ?

Free parameters : 

- Shape : Aggregate (Distribution of Hollow Spheres DHS) 

- Composition : from laboratory measurements 

mixture + porosity + ice mantles

- Size distribution : Any kind  = power law 

output of dynamical coagulation
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Interplanetary dust

Charlène Lefèvre - Dust evolution from pre-stellar cores - 7th June 2019

Open access code to compute dust properties
 SIGMA (Lefèvre, Min, et al. subm. 2019)

Computation trick to mimic departure from spherical shape

fmax
Method: Min et al. (2003, 2005)

Grown grains are not spheres, ellipsoids  
or made of a limited number of subgrains !

DDA

Review of methods: Tazaki et al. 2018

DHS

Min et al. 2006

Df = 2.8 Df = 1.8

• DHS well suited for compact aggregates (fractal degree Df ~ 3)

• More elongated grains (Df ~ 1.8) will be implemented in SIGMA  

in the future (MMF Tazaki et al. 2018)

The code is thought to evolve and include different methods !

Grains with no ices

β > 1.2 (disk densities)  
and > 1.5 (core densities) 



Grains with no ices Grains with ice mantles

What should we do to dust to fit observations ?

Ices are not expected to significantly change dust opacity at mm 
(Kohler et al. 2016, Ysard et al. 2021)

TO KNOW MORE: ATTEND K. DEMYK’s lecture !


